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WITH HIGH PRESSURE 
AGAINST DIRT & MUD

In one work step:
scraping up, sweeping & rinsing

Powerfull cleaning



PREVENT ACCIDENT 
RISKS AND CROP 
FAILURES.
SAFETY FIRST!

We do not o� er any ready-made products,
but machines that are individually designed and
manufactured in Germany - tailored to your wishes 
and requirements. Functionality is always in the
foreground.

The most persistent dirt such as solidifed mud, corn,
dirt or rubber marks may be a risk on public roads,
construction sites, in gravel pits or biogas plants.

With the bema Scraper unit, coarse and persistant dirt
can be scraped o�  the roads easily to prevent road closures
or even accidents. Even more thorough cleaning is achieved
in combination with the bema High pressure water unit
(installation on bema 75 Dual and bema 35 Dual).

Prevent accidents, road closures and crop failures.
Take up the � ght against stubborn dirt with 
mounting solutions from bema.

bema 
High pressure 
water unit

bema Scraper unit
bema Specialists

bema Scraper unit

Extremely stable and very good ground adjustment:
The scraper unit is divided into several Hardox 
segments guided by spring tines

Better cleaning performance: Optimal canalisation 
of the dirt by dirt de� ector sheets

Good overview is maintained: The scraper unit is 
mounted instead of the collection container and 
controlled via the cylinders of the collection container.

Compact design

Powerfull and thorough cleaning:
High pressure unit with storage tank (2,000 ltrs.) and
pump (operating pressure 120 bar/50 bar)

Extremely powerful: Mechanical drive via drive shaft

Individually adjustable: The drain pipe of the sweeping 
machine is equipped with up to 11 high-pressure nozzles, 
depending on the machine width

Mobil use: Upon request, the system can also be used 
as a mobile high-pressure cleaner. (incl. 22 m hose, 
hose reel, plus high pressure lance)

Installation on:  
bema 75 Dual,  bema 35 Dual,  bema 30 Dual

Installation on:   
bema 75 Dual,  bema 35 Dual

Option 1:  
High pressure up to 120 bar as a compact unit with
water tank at the rear

Option 2: 
High pressure up to 50 bar as a compact unit with
water tank at the rear

Option 3: 
High pressure up to 50 bar with pump placed 
on the machine, suction line and spray boom

CHOOSE THE BEST COMBINATION !


